Miss Ann Grivers Selected As May Queen for 1954

And Vic Battle, President of RIB, announced: "The 1954 May Queen of Bryant College is Katherine Ann Grivers!" To a round of applause the "royal robe" was placed around Miss Grivers' shoulders and a crown of spring flowers placed on her head. The May Queen Guy was then accepted by Bob Gasior, president of Kapka Tau, pictures were taken, and dancing continued.

And so ended another May Queen election. But, let's not leave it at that. The whole-watching story of this year's Coronation is yet to be untold, so look for it.

And red and white streamers leading to the center of the auditorium where they were effectively woven together, and a gala spirit which generally only during one of the "Queens" elections, this coronation took place. Of course in attendance.

Miss Ann Griver's, effectively dressed in white, was selected by Kapka Tau, Bob Gasior, Phi Sigma Nu's Miss MAY QUEEN (Continued on Page 2)

Selective Service Qualification Test Deadline, May 20

Selective Service, National Headquarters announced today that it has completed a mail administration of the College Qualification Test on Thursday, May 20, 1954, for those students wishing to apply forSelective Service. All other students who are interested in applying for other agencies or from other agencies will need to complete the formal application procedures on November 19, 1953 and April 22, 1954. May 20 is the last opportunity for those students for which the College Qualification Test will be held during the present academic year.

Although applications postmarked May 19, 1954, or earlier will be accepted, students wishing to apply are urged to secure, complete, and mail their applications at once. Early filing will insure a test and other necessary supplies for the student at the center he selects as a nearby center, according to Educational Testing Service, which prepares and administers the College Qualification Test.

When filling in the application, available at Selective Service local boards, the student should cross out April 22, opposite the space reading "Center 10," and write in "May 20."
New Retailing Program

To Start in September

Bryant College will begin a two-year curriculum in the School of Business Administration this fall, announcing the availability of a graduate program to create the degree of Bachelor of Science in Business Administration.

The Retailing field has become the business viewpoint, because women make up the majority of the shopping public, and the amount spent by women houses the foresight to prepare their future for a career in retailing careers. A degree in this field is the passport to an interesting and stimulating career. Retailing is America's two million retail stores.

The courses at Bryant will prepare the student for positions in a variety of retail stores, offering many executive caps such as buying, sales promotion, and window display. A good background in English, advertising, fashion coordination, mathematics, and merchandising is also essential to students, who will receive practical work experience in locating retail stores and will take guided trips to manufacturing and fashion centers in other cities.

Retailing rewards aspirants quick for unusual effort and original ideas. The president of R. H. Macy, of New York City, says, "There is no greater opportunity for college graduates of ambition, personality, and character. Promotion is swift; the only limit is ability."

Letters to the Editor

Below are printed two letters I received in answer to the letter in the last issue. They have been printed because of their interest to those among the students at Bryant who are interested in retailing.

Dear Editor,

Congratulations on your printing of the Kaye editorial in the April 28 issue. I have been hoping for an editorial opinion on an issue of such importance to me for a long time.

Let me recognize McCarthy for what he is. He and his associates have expressed their powers of the American people's fear of the Red men and have created a position of great power in this country. Armed with half-truths, distortions, McCarthyism is being employed by association techniques. McCarthy, with the aid of the Republican Party, can be given the credit for this following accomplishment:

1. Undermining our foreign policy, resulting in confusion and mistrust among our allies.
2. Driving many loyal and capable Americans away from this country.
3. Giving the wrong service for fear they too will be accused of being traitors by the investigating and interrogating.
4. Diverting the entire attention of the American people from vital world problems, the current one being the crisis in Indochina.
5. Creating the impression that our universities, churches, government, and industries are being replaced with Red-hat men in this country.

I believe the "Joe Must Go" move by McCarthy is not helping his own case.

Your sincerely,

H. S. Goodson

As the future leaders of the economic and political future of our country, we must stand between the lines, and lead the way to determine whether to support a war, super-patriotic, headline statistic, which is doing this country no good at all. This is rapidly becoming a disgrace to his generation, his party and his country.

Charles Carter, B.S.

Dear Editor,

The recent editorial in the ARCHWAY gives me a chance to explain someone I had just noticed interesting the students at Bryant. I've been interested in this matter for quite some time and I am sure I am not the only one interested in this or any other important cause that will be printed in this column.

Dear Bryant,

I am curious about the subject of the "Joe Must Go" movement. As a student at Bryant, I have been interested in the topic of McCarthyism and its possible effects on the country. I would be grateful to hear your thoughts on the matter.

Sincerely,

John Doe

The behind the scenes role of the placement bureau

As spring rolls around again and our seniors begin looking forward to graduation, the Placement Bureau begins to prepare for presentations, interviews, and is swamped with phone calls from men in the business world.

In the past twenty-two years, the Placement Bureau has placed over 400 students in various positions in the business world. Many of these students have gone on to become successful executives in their respective fields.

"Some Pitfalls You Can Avoid"

Speaker: Dean Lennell L. Olin

"How to Approach the Job Hunt"

Speaker: Mr. R. J. Canning

"Getting the Best from the Personnel Director"

Speaker: Jules M. Grubard, Director of Personnel Bache & Company in New York

"The Object of the Employment Seminar"

Speaker: Mr. F. J. Cabré, Personnel Manager, The Shipway Company

The Bryant College of Business Administration will present the third EMPLOYMENT SEMI-

The subject of the Employment Seminar is to prepare the student for the job interview. The seminar will be held on May 10, 1954, at 9:00 a.m. in the Classroom Building.

"The Benefits of the Placement Bureau"

Speaker: Dean Nelson J. Olson

"Something New-Different! Shipwreck Dance Sat. Night"
The Archway

Goldsm ith over College Students

are in the girls' league too. Take a Waterman·Devereaux over teams has stuff, dance in tough time retaking their championship status —except for the fact that Tex Tun of Texas has defeated them. This same attitude is present in the girl's league too. Take a good look at the standings and the top battle today you'd get as many things stand at the end of the first couple weeks of play.

If you are an item sports fans might be interested in. If you are a sports fan, you probably read several different sports magazines in the course of a year, ranging from "Baseball Digest" to "Sports Illustrated" and "Time." But it might be a "coincidence." The publishers of "Life" and "Time" magazines are combining their efforts to produce a new sports magazine. In fact, it is in now that it hasn't been named yet, nor are their plans for marketing definitely established. The way my "scoop" reads, the two famous magazines have come up with a sports magazine that will be up-to-the-minute with information on items that are about to happen, as well as items that have happened.

It is a common observation that the present run of sports magazines are formulated months before the publication date and are merely old stuff, written to as though it happened yesterday. Time and Life are well known for their last minute coverage of events, so it might be presumed that their sports magazine will also cover and include events close to the publication date. The price as well as the title have not yet been decided, but "color photos, both of spot news and cover eye-appeal" have been decided upon.

It shouldn't be too long before this magazine is on the market. To quote a descriptive masterpiece in sports Iago from paragraph of my "scoop"—without the Big Think on causes and effects of recession; "If Rocky Marzino stopped to pause metaphysics of maybe he might be getting fat stuff grind- ers for lunch as a day laborer in a Brooklwh ditch.

Vanity too, a sport much needed to keep the mark of "variety" teams intact, will meet some stiff competition in the coming weeks. The home games will be played on our own courts and will be open to everyone. So come on over and give the team a moral support.

Two varsity matches have been held to date, and the Bryant Varsity has been on the very short end of both. New Bedford Textile defeated Bryant via a clean sweep in both the singles and doubles. Brown, University Preacher team also took care of the Bryant team in short order. The results of the Brown-Bryant match are as follows:

SINGLES
Goldsmith over Bernie Sherwill 6-2 7-5
Horne over Dave Franklin 6-3 6-0
Koff over David 6-3 6-0
Waterman over Fab. Esampilkan 6-0 6-0
Pitkin over Bob Paul... 6-4 6-4

DOUBLES
Koff-Horne over George Esampilkan 6-1 6-0
Waterman over Fab. Esampilkan 6-3 6-2
Goldsmith-McCarron over Fraz-Sherwill 6-6 6-4

SOFTBALL LEAGUE

STANDINGS

Team W L Pot.
Alpha Theta Chi 3 0 1.000
Tae Baldwin 2 1 0.667
Kappa Tau 2 1 0.667
Sullin's Ann 2 1 0.667
Phi Sigma Nu 2 1 0.667
Sigma Lambda Pi 1 0.000
Beta Sigma Chi 2 0 0.000
Louie's Grill 2 0 0.000
Beta Kappa Beta 1 0 0.000
Chi Gamma Zeta 3 0 0.000

New Service for College Students

Students who wonder at the task of packing up for the homedown college trek in are in luck this year. It's no longer necessary to fit suited and wrinkled clothing into luggage which seems to have grown too small for many students last fall.

Thanks to a new service offered by laundries dry cleaners throughout the state, many customers men and women can now get a unique long-distance valet service.

Here is how it works. The Stani- tome cleaner in the college town picks up the student's clothing, takes it to the home-town Stani Tome cleaner where it is cleaned, pressed, and delivered to the home in bag ready, condition, ready to store for next season.

Or, if the student prefers, the complete wardrobe need not be re tur ned to his home. Clothing can be refurnished and stored right in the college town's cleaning, eliminating ready for the student's return to school this autumn.

The long-distance valet service works both ways. In addition to the home-town college arrangement, the national network of dry cleaners also provides the same service on a back-to-school basis.

Enjoying "The Pause That Refreshes"

It's "Refreshment Time" at Bryant College Snack Bar

All Students Are Welcome
Come In Today, Won't You?
We're Ready To Serve You

Newspaper of the City and College of the State of New York

Reprints of this paper are sold at 2 cents each.

ALL COPYRIGHTS RESERVED

The Sports Whirl

How the stars got started...
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Music Grapevine
By Gladys Kinian

Well, folks, seems as tho' all the old hits are really being brought back to life again. "The Isle of Capri," a very good example, has been revived by both the Gaylords and Jack Lee. The Gaylords show their best in "Bill, Your Love," and Jack Lee's version is excellent. "Old Folks," their latest, and it's quite impressive. I must say, Jack Lee does a hit of fancy footwork on the keyboard and really goes to town on "Capri." As to which recording will be the hit, that's a question. Both are releases. -Gladys Kinian

Today's CHESTERFIELD is the Best Cigarette Ever Made!

"Chesterfields for Me!"

"Chesterfields for Me!"

Bobo Green

The cigarette tested and approved by 30 years of scientific tobacco research.

"Chesterfield for Me!"

Irv Royanne

The cigarette with a proven good record with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly examinations of a group of smokers show no adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses from smoking Chesterfield.

"Chesterfields for Me!"

Richard Marchant

The cigarette that gives you proof of highest quality—low nicotine—the taste you want—the mildness you want.

For Women...

MAN-TAILORED SHIRTS—Long sleeved, Short Sleeved, Steevelene...

BERMUDA SHORTS—In Twill, Poplin, or Flannel Natural, Black, Navy, Red or Yellow...

For Men...

CHINO PANTS—Ready Cuffed...

SHORT-SLEEVED SPORT SHIRTS—In Cotton or Linen, Navy, Charcoal, White, or Pink

For Women...

SNEAKERS—Beacon Falls & Sperry...

SNEAKERS—Bobo Green Jr., inc.

sporting goods and sportswear

218 thayer street, providence, r.i. gauspe 1-0407

Largest Selling Cigarette in America's Colleges

CH...